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MOVING
BEYOND PAGES
OF TEXT AND
MEMORIZATION
AND MAKING
REAL-WORLD
CONNECTIONS!
Related Item:

8.5 x 11, Paper, 480 pages
978-1-68344-209-7

$42.99

JUVENILE NONFICTION/
Language Arts / General

RELIGION/

Christian Education /
Children and Youth

Available:
January

978-0-89221-755-7

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com

$21.99
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Book Information

Selling Points

Each quarter has five stories, two
picture studies (one of which is
biblically-based), and two poems
(one of which is a proverb).
Using the spelling words and
the Dictionary Worksheets, the
student will create their very own
dictionary as they move week by
week through the material.

Complete course in one
convenient book with helps and
extra practice in the back

The 10 Minute Bible Journey is a
required item for this curriculum.

Develops reading and narration
skills, as well as writing stamina
The comprehensive approach
helps develop reading and
writing skills

Author Platform

KRISTEN PRATT works as a
Curriculum Editor for Master
Books, where she has been
writing curriculum and consulting
for the past six years. She
has been homeschooling her
nine children for over twenty
years, having graduated five
from high school so far. She
has helped thousands of
homeschool families navigate
curriculum choices through
her own curriculum business
and now through the Moms of
Masterbooks Facebook group.

®

INSPIRING
A LOVE OF
READING!

Related Items:

8.5 x 11, Paper, 240 pages
978-1-68344-211-0

$36.99

JUVENILE NONFICTION/
Language Arts / General

RELIGION/

Christian Education /
Children and Youth

Available:
February

Selling Points

Teaching students to read well
should be an exciting time. In
this course, students will build
on what they have learned in
Foundations Phonics. They will
continue to learn more about
phonetic sounds, strengthen their
writing skills, and learn some
basic grammar concepts.

Designed to foster a partnership
between student and teacher,
with the student gradually taking
a lead role

These books are required for this
course:
The Door of Salvation
Grand Canyon Adventure
Not Too Small At All

Provides a flexible daily schedule,
worksheets, answer keys, and
more

Features easy-to-follow, guided
lessons and includes a daily
schedule for completing the
course in either a full or a half
year

Author Platform

KRISTEN PRATT works as a
Curriculum Editor for Master
Books, where she has been
writing curriculum and consulting
for the past six years. She
has been homeschooling her
nine children for over twenty
years, having graduated five
from high school so far. She
has helped thousands of
homeschool families navigate
curriculum choices through
her own curriculum business
and now through the Moms of
Masterbooks Facebook group.

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com
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®

A
PRESCHOOL
CURRICULUM
THAT EARLY
LEARNERS
WILL LOVE!

8.5 x 11, Paper, 400 pages
978-1-68344-172-4

$42.99

JUVENILE NONFICTION/
School & Education

RELIGION/

Christian Education /
Children and Youth

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com

Available:
February

4

Book Information

Selling Points

Too often, our littlest learners are
expected to achieve, despite not
having reached critical levels of
readiness. It is so important that
they be taught with an approach
that assesses and addresses their
stage of development. Focused
on skills developed through play
and interaction, this kindergarten
curriculum truly puts the fun
back into early learning.

Includes life skill activities, basic
intro to academics including
language arts, social skills,
conceptual math, and exercises
to make connections
Schedule contains 3 days per
week of instruction, with optional
activities for those who want a
full week of instruction
Course contains mini-books,
rhymes, and songs via MP3

Author Platform

CARRIE BAILEY is a Christian
homeschool mom to three
boys. She has a degree in early
childhood education and has
also taught students with special
needs in the public school
system. She and her husband,
Jesse, work in their home church,
serving in many capacities from
media to curriculum decisions.
Carrie has a passion for helping
others on their journey and
encouraging other moms.

REVISED
®

A RIGOROUS,
CLASSICAL
APPROACH TO
HISTORY FULLY
REVISED!
8.5 x 11, Paper, 400 pages
978-1-68344-225-7

$42.99

REVISED

RELIGION/

Christian Education/Children & Youth

HISTORY/

United States/General

Teacher Guide
978-0-89051-643-0

DEVELOP AN
UNDERSTANDING
OF WORLD
HISTORY TRENDS,
PHILOSOPHIES,
AND EVENTS!

$29.99

Available:
March

8.5 x 11, Paper, 440 pages
978-1-68344-200-4

$42.99

RELIGION/

Christian Education/Children &
Youth

HISTORY/
World

Teacher Guide
978-1-68344-201-1

$29.99

Related Item:

Available:
March

$15.99

Book Information

Selling Points

AMERICAN HISTORY
The student book has been
redesigned in full color to help
students on their journey across
America as they survey the history
of America from native peoples,
European settlements, nationbuilding, and expansion through
the modern age in.

Critical thinking questions based
roughly on Bloom’s Taxonomy

WORLD HISTORY
In this fully revised full color
course, a study of Genesis lays
the foundation for all the world
history that follows. Now includes
So Noted, a special presentation
of Dr. Morris’ notes for Genesis
that delivers profound theological,
scientific, linguistic, and historic
insight into Creation, the Flood,
the Patriarchs, and more as part of
the study to lay a strong biblical
foundation. Also combines British
History with this course

Examinations of historical
theories surrounding a period or
topic, as well as clarified terms,
concepts, and theories to be
learned
History makers who clearly
changed the course of history,
overviews, and insights into
worldviews

Author Platform

DR. JAMES STOBAUGH was a
Merrill Fellow at Harvard and
holds degrees from Vanderbilt
and Rutgers universities, and
Princeton and Gordon-Conwell
seminaries. An experienced
teacher, he is a recognized
leader in homeschooling and has
published numerous books for
students and teachers. He and his
wife, Karen, have homeschooled
their four children since 1985.

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com

978-1-68344-076-5
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TEACHER
TEACHER
GUIDE
GUIDE

he 36-week,
getics course!

®

TEACHER GUIDE
4th–6th Grade

Includes Student
Worksheets
Apologetics

BASED ON
ALL EIGHT
series, delving into issues regarding the
OF THE
AMAZING
ANSWERS
ns about the Bible and the history
it
The course highlights the unique collection
BOOK
FOR
m at Answers in Genesis to meet
this need
ilding truth. The Bible verses quoted in
KIDS SERIES!

ELEMENTARY APOLOGETICS

mentary Apologetics course, which

Weekly Lesson Schedule
Student Worksheets
Quizzes
Answer Key

Elementary Aplogetics
9 Book Set
978-1-68344-227-1

$84.98

STUDY AIDS/ General
RELIGION/

hrough Thursday with clear objectives,

Christian Theology / Apologetics

Teacher Guide
978-1-68344-226-4

ne of the visionary minds behind the new Ark
s president/CEO and founder of Answers in
.A. and the highly acclaimed Creation Museum.
mains one of the most in-demand Christian
North America. Ken emphasizes the relevance
y of the Book of Genesis and how compromise
has opened a dangerous door regarding how the
Church view biblical authority.

$24.99

Available:
April

e attended Southern Illinois University at
and received a B.S. and M.S. in mechanical
His specialty was a subset of mechanical
based in advanced materials processing,
starting powders. Currently, Bodie is a speaker,
esearcher for Answers in Genesis–USA. He is
f The Fall of Satan and co-author of Dragons:
ore of Dinosaurs.

STUDY GUIDE/General
RELIGION/Christian Theology/Apologetics

ISBN-13: 978-1-68344-026-0

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com

EAN
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Book Information

Selling Points

This apologetics study for upper
elementary children delves into
issues regarding the Bible, God,
sin, dinosaurs, the Flood of
Noah, salvation, astronomy, and
more, and is all based on actual
questions asked by kids. Answers
are important. If children aren’t
given answers to their questions
about the Bible and the history it
reveals, they cannot defend their
faith against a fallen world.

Highlights the unique collection
of question-answer books
from Ken Ham and the creative
team at Answers in Genesis
Helps kids focus on Scripture
memorization and faith-building
truth
The Bible verses quoted in
the Answers Book for Kids
series are from the New King
James Version, though kids are
encouraged to write out their
daily verses in the version they
use each day

Author Platform
BODIE HODGE attended
Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale and
received a B.S. and M.S.
in mechanical engineering.
His specialty was a subset of
mechanical engineering based in
advanced materials processing,
particularly starting powders.
Currently, Bodie is a speaker,
writer, and researcher for Answers
in Genesis–USA.
KEN HAM is the president/
CEO and founder of
Answers in Genesis - U.S.,
the acclaimed Creation
Museum, and the popular Ark
Encounter with over one million
visitors annually. As one of the
most in-demand speakers in North
America, he has authored dozens
of apologetic resources with over
three million books sold.

EFFECTIVE
PARENTING
FOR
CHRISTIANS

5.5 x 8.5
Paper, 176 pages
978-0-89221-765-6

$13.99

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS/
Parenting / General

RELIGION/

Christian Life / Family

Available:
April

Selling Points

Parenting is discipleship. Your
child is learning from you.
You are the teacher and far
more is caught than taught in
parenting. As parents, we need
to fundamentally change our
hearts and minds as parents first.
That simply MUST happen before
any change will come for our
offspring. This book is based on
real world experience and rooted
in biblical principles.

How you can make the most of
your parenting time
Ways to break through the digital
noise of a busy world to reach
your child’s heart
Provides tips on how to teach
biblical concepts the culture
wants to contradict

Author Platform

ISRAEL WAYNE desires to point
parents to raise their children
with a biblical worldview. As a
nationally known speaker and
author, Israel holds audiences
captive with his enthusiasm for
bringing the Word of God to
bear on all of life. His messages,
from education to theology to
current events take him across
the country to challenge and
encourage many. Author of
six books.

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com
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ANSWERS
THE SOCIAL
QUESTIONS
OF THIS
AGE FROM
A BIBLICAL
PERSPECTIVE!

7x9
Paper, 96 pages
978-1-68344-202-8

$12.99

RELIGION/ Religion & Science
RELIGION/

Christian Theology / Apologetics

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com

Available:
March

8

Book Information

Selling Points

The collapse of the Christian
worldview in America is
happening to the utter shock of
Christians. Why? They’ve been
blind to the enemy’s stealth
attack on biblical history and
authority that has led multiple
generations to abandon God’s
Word as their foundation. With
God’s Word removed, people feel
empowered to redefine history,
reality, society, and morality. The
issues addressed in this book
are the “tip of the spear” for the
enemy to radically transform a
once exceedingly Christianized
culture. The passion and purpose
of this book is to equip Christians
with clear, concise biblical
answers to effectively stand on
God’s Word and boldly proclaim
the gospel of Jesus Christ on the
frontlines of the battle today!

Clear and concise answers to
today’s big issues including
abortion, euthanasia, and
cloning
Covers the major issues related
to life, equality, marriage,
sexuality, gender, and the
environment
Helps equip Christians with faithaffirming answers to some of the
most difficult issues of our time

Author Platform
For 13 years BRYAN
OSBORNE taught Bible
history in a public school,
and for nearly 20 years he
has been teaching Christians
to defend their faith. Bryan’s
love of the gospel and passion
for revealing the truth of God’s
Word is contagious. People love
his practical, cutting-edge talks
that reveal the importance of
apologetics in evangelism and
in equipping today’s youth and
families.

®

GET READY
FOR
ADVENTURES
IN THE
PHYSICAL
WORLD!

8.5 x 11
Paper, 352 pages
978-1-68344-210-3

$42.99

JUVENILE NONFICTION/
Science & Nature / General

RELIGION/
Education

Available:
April

Selling Points

This science series, designed for
students in grade 2, continues
to bring the Bible to life and
instill a love for science through
exploration, investigations,
and biblically inspired stories.
Students will discover that
science is a wonderful tool God
has given us to study His creation
and learn more about His nature
as they ask questions and
experience God’s world through
science.

Designed to be interactive with
students, as they are given the
opportunity to stop and discuss
answers to questions in the text
Students answer questions
as they investigate their way
through God’s creation
Hands-on fun, easy to prepare
for, and it will encourage your
student’s curiosity!

Author Platform

CARRIE LINDQUIST is a
homeschool graduate, wife to
Wayne, and momma to two
energetic boys. She is a
passionate advocate for
homeschooling and loves helping
new-to-homeschooling moms
realize that homeschooling
through the early years isn’t
scary — it’s really just an
extension of all the fun things
they are already doing with their
children!

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com
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TEACHER
TEACHER GUIDE
GUIDE

he 36-week,
ogetics course!

®

TEACHER GUIDE
9th–12th Grade

Includes Student
Worksheets
Apologetics

Weekly Lesson Schedule
Student Worksheets
Tests
Answer Key

lear objectives, and the worksheets and tests

, founder and president of Answers
s, joins with a group of popular and
led contributors that include Dr. Andrew
PhD in geology), Dr. Jason Lisle (PhD
hysics), Dr. Elizabeth Mitchell (MD), Dr.
ulkner (MA in physics, and an MA and
stronomy), Dr. David Menton (PhD in cell
Dr. Terry Mortenson (MDiv in systemic
, Dr. Georgia Purdom (PhD in molecular
Dr. A.J. Monty White (BS in chemistry,
. John Whitmore (PhD in biology), Dr.
Mitchell (BA in cell biology, MD), and other
and apologetics scholars in a collection
ons and answers designed to provide
ntal insight and perspectives on topics
science and religion.

CULTURAL ISSUES: CREATION / EVOLUTION AND THE BIBLE

MORE WAYS
TO HELP
PREPARE
of life, and more in these twoSTUDENTS
volumes foTO STAND
STRONG IN
THEIR FAITH!

tural Issues: Creation/Evolution and the Bible

Cultural Issues Vol.2
3 Book Set
978-1-68344-229-5

$49.97

STUDY AIDS/ General
RELIGION/

Biblical Studies/History & Science

Teacher Guide
978-1-68344-228-8

$19.99

STUDY GUIDE/General
RELIGION/Biblical Studies/History &
Science

ISBN-13: 978-1-68344-003-1

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com

EAN

Available:
May
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Book Information

Selling Points

Author Platform

Students will learn how to be
more effective in defense of
scriptural authority and the truth
of Genesis as literal history. They
will be taught by Ken Ham and
leading creation scientists like Dr.
Jason Lisle, Dr. Andrew Snelling,
Dr. Georgia Purdom, Dr. David
Menton, Dr. Terry Mortenson, Dr.
John Morris, Dr. Steve Austin,
Dr. David DeWitt, Dr. Danny
Faulkner, Dr. Joe Francis, and
others as they provide simple
and empowering answers to
popular questions of faith in our
culture today.

Over 50 more faith-affirming
topics, including cloning and
stem cells, the existence of God,
evidences for a young creation,
and more

The New Answers Books are
edited by KEN HAM, founder and
CEO of Answers in Genesis (U.S.),
the acclaimed Creation Museum,
and the popular Ark Encounter
with over one million visitors
annually. As one of the most
in-demand speakers in North
America, he has authored dozens
of apologetic resources with over
three million books sold. Ken’s
emphasis is on the relevance and
authority of the book of Genesis
and how compromise on Genesis
has opened a dangerous door
regarding how the culture and
church view biblical authority.

Students are given insights to the
arguments brought against the
faith, and are offered solutions
from the Bible and observational
science
Curriculum based on the bestselling Answers Series from
Answers in Genesis!

®

EXPLORE
THE STUDY
OF MATTER
AND ENERGY
ALL FROM A
CHRISTIAN
WORLDVIEW!

8.5 x 11
Paper, 340 pages
978-1-68344-222-6

$42.99

TEACHER GUIDE
978-1-68344-223-3

SCIENCE/ Physics/General
RELIGION/

$29.99

Religion & Science

Available:
May

Available:
May

Selling Points

Physics is a study of the natural
laws, such as the Law of Gravity
which we live by every waking
moment of our lives. Have you
ever wondered where they came
from or what life would be like
without such laws? Most feel
that they are just there as part of
the world in which we live. They
operate the same way all the
time. The law of gravity functions
the same way on earth and Mars.
Our universe is not just stuff.
We have gravity, light, electric
forces, magnetic forces, nuclear
forces and on and on. They are
all measurable and follow exact
patterns all the time. The only
exceptions are miracles. This
full-year course provides a solid
foundation for the wondrous
study of physics.

Instruction in physics with labs
that provide comprehensive lists
for required materials, detailed
procedures, and lab journaling
pages
The calendar in the teacher guide
provides daily lessons with clear
objectives, and the worksheets,
quizzes, and tests are all based
on the readings
A strong Christian worldview that
clearly reveals God’s wondrous
creation of the universe

Author Platform

DR. DENNIS ENGLIN earned
his bachelor’s from Westmont
College, his master of science
from California State University,
and his EdD from the University
of Southern California. He
enjoyed teaching animal biology,
vertebrate biology, wildlife
biology, organismic biology,
and astronomy at The Master’s
University until his retirement.
His professional memberships
include the Creation Research
Society, the American Fisheries
Association, and Southern
California Academy of Sciences.

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com
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®

NOW YOU CAN
TRAVEL ACROSS
THE UNITED
STATES IN THE
COMFORT OF
YOUR OWN
HOME!
TEACHER GUIDE
978-1-68344-230-1

$19.99

TEACHER
TEACHER GUIDE
GUIDE

week,
course!

izations, and discoveries
gn of our world

dmarks, as well as

omes. Through this Elementary
ney within the pages of two
orld. Children will gain
s, maps, flags, populations, and
around the world. Included are
maps and data of the featured
y will bring to light their
ndustries, as well as missionary
ns around the globe.

es, and the worksheets and

eek

4th–6th Grade

Includes Student
Worksheets
Social Studies

Weekly Lesson Schedule
Activities
Quizzes
Answer Key

ELEMENTARY U.S. GEOGRAPHY & SOCIAL STUDIES

graphy & Cultures course,

TEACHER GUIDE

10 x 10
Case Bound, 112 pages
978-1-68344-193-9

$19.99

JUVENILE NONFICTION/

People & Places/United States/
General

JUVENILE NONFICTION/
Social Science/General

ssment opportunities

Available:
June

STUDY GUIDE/General
SCIENCE/Earth Sciences/Geography

ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-996-7

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com

EAN
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Book Information

Selling Points

Passport to America helps
children encounter people and
places all over the U.S., including
facts about states along with
state maps, meaning of the state
names, state mottos, their capital
cities, flag symbols and history,
and regional foods. This is a fun
and fact-filled adventure children
can share with others through
interactive games included in the
back of the book.

On the State Fast Facts section,
one finds a map of the state,
as well as its flag, state stamps,
state quarters, capital city, and
size in square miles
Readers will learn interesting,
often little-known facts about the
state and other intriguing historic
or social facts
In the back of the Passport to
America text, as well as the
passport booklet included, there
are matching games, guessing
games, challenge games,
stickers and more so that maps,
flags, and state facts can be
memorized in an enjoyable way

Author Platform

CRAIG FROMAN is a curriculum
writer, as well as assistant
editor at New Leaf Publishing
Group. He has a B.A. in business
administration from Vanguard
University in Costa Mesa,
California, and a master’s degree
in education from the Assemblies
of God Theological Seminary in
Springfield, Missouri. He is also
the author of Passport to the
World.

A BOOK
JOURNEY THAT
GLORIFIES
GOD, EXPLORES
HIS CREATION,
AND
HIGHLIGHTS
AMAZING
THINGS
ALL ACROSS
AMERICA!

®

TEACHER GUIDE
978-1-68344-230-1

$19.99

TEACHER
TEACHER GUIDE
GUIDE

6-week,
es course!

vilizations, and discoveries
esign of our world

andmarks, as well as

n homes. Through this Elementary
ourney within the pages of two
world. Children will gain
ties, maps, flags, populations, and
ers around the world. Included are
d maps and data of the featured
ntry will bring to light their
c industries, as well as missionary
gions around the globe.

ives, and the worksheets and

week

4th–6th Grade

Includes Student
Worksheets
Social Studies

Activities

$24.99

Quizzes
Answer Key

ELEMENTARY U.S. GEOGRAPHY & SOCIAL STUDIES

eography & Cultures course,

TEACHER GUIDE

10 x 13
Case Bound, 120 pages
978-1-68344-194-6

Weekly Lesson Schedule

JUVENILE NONFICTION/

People & Places/United States/General

JUVENILE NONFICTION/
Social Science/General

Elementary U.S. Geography
& Social Studies
3 Book Set
978-1-68344-231-8

$64.97

ssessment opportunities

Available:
June

STUDY GUIDE/General
SCIENCE/Earth Sciences/Geography

ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-996-7

EAN

Selling Points

Journey through the United
States to discover culture
and traditions, God’s natural
wonders, history makers, history
markers, science and technology,
economic resources, exploration,
and industries. Elements include
statehood dates, capital cities,
state flowers, state birds, and
state nicknames.

Large state map highlights
5 distinct national parks or
monuments of each state
Special focus on the Christian
foundation of every state
preamble
Each two-page state spread
includes info on the state
capitals, an introduction to the
history and influence of the
state, state birds and flowers,
geographic facts and landscape
of the state, amazing wonders of
creation, and more

Author Platform

CRAIG FROMAN is a curriculum
writer, as well as assistant
editor at New Leaf Publishing
Group. He has a B.A. in business
administration from Vanguard
University in Costa Mesa,
California, and a master’s degree
in education from the Assemblies
of God Theological Seminary in
Springfield, Missouri. He is also
the author of Passport to the
World.

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com
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TEACHER
TEACHER
GUIDE
GUIDE

itional coursework
y Algebra course.
®

High School

Algebra 2

Weekly Lesson Schedule
Chapter Tests & Final Exam
Set III Worksheets
Answer Keys

PRINCIPLES OF ALGEBRA 2

ndational understanding of basic
cludes:

TEACHER GUIDE

A COURSE
THAT
eview, final exams, and answer keys.
TEACHES
arket. This curriculum provides a full
ALGEBRA
r teachers as well as for students who
FROM A
Master Books® provides solutions and
nal review tests.
BIBLICAL
PERSPECTIVE!

student assessment

MATHEMATICS/Algebra/General
RELIGION/Christian Education/General

Jacobs

TEACHER GUIDE
978-1-68344-232-5

8.5 x 11
Paper, 740 pages
978-1-68344-205-9

$29.99

ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-986-8

Available:
June
EAN

$69.99

MATHEMATICS/ Algebra/General
RELIGION/
General

(800)999-3777 • nlp@nlpg.com • nlpg.com

Available:
June

14

Book Information

Selling Points

Get ready to get a glimpse of
God’s handiwork as you apply
algebra from your studies. Most
algebra books come across as
a whole bunch of meaningless,
often hard-to-understand
problems. But algebra doesn’t
have to be that way at all. This
book is full of different “tools”
in algebra, seeing how they all
really help us explore God’s
creation and complete real-life
tasks…and then conveying that
in the program. Students should
leave their math lessons for the
day understanding why they’re
learning what they’re learning,
equipped to really apply math,
and awed at the Creator.

Makes algebra understandable by
relating the principles of creation
Helps students see consistencies
in the world God both created
and sustains
Provides a year of applied
mathematics with a daily
calendar

Author Platform

KATHERINE [LOOP] HANNON
is the owner of Christian
Perspective, a family ministry
dedicated to encouraging
homeschooling families
through a variety of methods,
including resources, free
e-mail newsletters, e-mail/
phone support, and speaking
engagements. She is a freelance
writer, editor, marketer, and video
editor with a mission to help
families “Seek the LORD, and his
strength” (Psalm 105:4) in every
aspect of their lives.
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